OUR MISSION
To restore life and shine to hair with the rigour
of scientific research, selection of natural ingredients
and unfailing respect for the world in which we live
and the health of customers and operators.
Free from allergens, sulphates, parabens and SLES,
Jean Paul Mynè treatments are winners
because of the level of excellence and the strength
of their performance in complete delicacy.

REVOLUTIONARY
BY NATURE

REPUTATION
AND RELIABILITY

Jean Paul Mynè’s work focuses on the everyday

Almost 40 countries worldwide have already

will to find revolutionary solutions that guarantee

chosen Jean Paul Mynè. Great recognition and respect

high-level performance for changing the perspective

from the Italian market achieved by partnering

of beauty and the health of hair.

with key sector distributors and the decision to entrust

From the perfection of flawless smooth hair to the flow

the brand exclusively to hairstylists.

of defined and soft curls; from thermal reconditioning

A powerful marketing strategy, with investment

of hair lengths and tips to the explosive force

in communication that is unprecedented for the sector,

of restoration of damaged fibres during these aggressive

to attract new customers to salons and develop

chemical treatments; up to the possibility

the business of hairstyling with the substance

of freeing hair from accumulations of the heavy metals

of new services for customers and the reliability

and toxins that interfere with the outcomes

of concrete results.

of treatments and damage hair over time.
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KERATIN PLUS
Healthy and free from formaldehyde
or other harmful substances and completely different
from the old permanent smoothing systems,
the Jean Paul Mynè formula acts in total harmony

with the hair’s keratin structure thanks
to a complex of organic acids, vegetable proteins,
complex amino acids and carbohydrates,

AFRO HAIR,
NATURAL
OR CHEMICALLY
TREATED

THICK,
CURLY-VERY
CURLY,
FRIZZY,
NATURAL
OR COLORED
HAIR

CURLY HAIR,
BLEACHED,
DAMAGED,
PLATINUM
BLOND,
MEDIUM-THIN

ALL HAIR

Straight effect

Straight effect

Straight effect

Straight effect

having a molecular structure very similar to hair keratin.
Unlike conventional formaldehyde-based smoothing systems,

Anti-frizz

the Jean Paul Mynè technology delivers a natural,

vibrant smoothness without weakening
the hair but leaving it reinforced, soft and shiny.
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TYPES

Volume reduction

Up to 5 months

Up to 5 months

Up to 5 months

Up to 5 months

ALL HAIR TYPES
PARTIAL
APPLICATION,
QUICK SERVICE

ALL HAIR

ALL HAIR

TYPES

TYPES

Tamer,
70%-80% straight,
straight with volume

Straight effect,
Tamer,
anti frizz

Tamer,
anti frizz

About 2-3 months

Up to 3 months

40/50 days
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KERATIN
PLUS

STRAIGHTENING
TREATMENT

KERATIN
PLUS

GOLD
STRAIGHTENING TREATMENT

Keratin Plus
SHAMPOO STEP 1

Keratin Plus
TREATMENT STEP 2

Keratin Plus Gold
TREATMENT STEP 2

WHAT DOES IT DO? Alkaline shampoo
to prepare the hair to receive
the treatment.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It deep cleans
the hair and opens the hair cuticles
thanks to its alkaline pH.
PLUS: with aloe vera and coffee extracts.
NO SLS, NO SLES, NO PARABENS,
NO ALLERGENS. PH 8.5.

WHAT DOES IT DO? Straights the hair
making it shiny, easy to comb, soft,
strong and protected from humidity,
salty sea air, rain and other elements.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Glyoxylic acid,
mixed with keratin, coffee and cocoa
extracts, in association with flat iron
heat, modifies the hair fibre structure
not permanently and without damaging
its disulphide bonds.
PLUS: with argan oil to help moisturizing
the hair. NO FORMALDEHYDE,
NO GLUTARALDEHYDE, NO GLIOXAL,
NO THYOGLICOLATE, NO PARABENS.
Progressive treatment, it lasts up to 5
months.

WHAT DOES IT DO? Straights the hair
making it shiny, easy to comb, soft,
strong and protected from humidity,
salty sea air, rain and other elements.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Straights
the hair thanks to a blend of organic
acids, sugars, amino acids, cellulose
derivatives and plant proteins that,
in association with flat iron heat, modify
the hair fibre structure not permanently
and without damaging or braking the
keratin disulphide bonds.
PLUS: NO ALLERGENS, NO FORMALDEHYDE, NO GLUTARALDEHYDE,
NO GLYOXAL, NO THIOGLYCOLATE
or other HARMFUL ALDEHYDES.
Progressive treatment, it lasts up to 5
months.

SIZE 500 ml - CODE KP101

SIZE 500 ml - CODE KP102

TO BE
USED
WITH

TO BE
USED
WITH

SIZE 500 ml - CODE KG104
SIZE 200 ml - CODE KG704
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KERATIN
PLUS

PLATINUM
STRAIGHTENING TREATMENT

KERATIN
PLUS

INFINITY
STRAIGHTENING / TAMING / ANTI-FRIZZ

Keratin Plus Platinum
SHAMPOO STEP 1

Keratin Plus Platinum
TREATMENT STEP 2

Keratin Plus Platinum
CONDITIONER STEP 3

Keratin Plus Infinity
TREATMENT

WHAT DOES IT DO? Shampoo to
prepare the hair to receive the
treatment.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It deep cleans
hair and opens the hair cuticles thanks
to its alkaline pH.
PLUS: it contains natural, gentle
surfactants and is enriched with
panthenol, aloe vera and cellulose
extracts. NO SLS, NO SLES,
NO ALLERGENS, NO PARABENS. PH 8.5.

WHAT DOES IT DO? Straights the hair
making it shiny, easy to comb, soft,
strong and protected from humidity,
salty sea air, rain and other elements.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Enriched with
Oxilock Plasma, it straights, restores
and reconstructs even the most
damaged hair. It contains precious
botanic derivate like hibiscus extract to
ensure, as well as smooth effect, even a
powerful conditioning and an incredible
brightness. It is recommended for
bleached blonde and white hair.
PLUS: NO FORMALDEHYDE, NO
GLUTARALDEHYDE, NO GLIOXAL,
NO THYOGLICOLATE, NO PARABENS.
Progressive treatment, it lasts up to 5
months.

WHAT DOES IT DO? Detangles, give
brightness, easy manageability and
hydration.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks to
sweet almonds oil, extracts of plant
stem cells and silk proteins with special
functionalized silicones it goes to
complete the keratin treatment adding
shine, manageability and moisture.
PLUS: enriched with sweet almonds oil.
NO SLS, NO SLES, NO ALLERGENS,
NO PARABENS.

WHAT DOES? Keratin Plus Infinity
is a specific treatment to smooth,
regulate and restore all types of hair.
Thanks to the Oxilamine Technology®,
it guarantees a safer, more natural
result and a regenerated hair.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Oxilamine
Technology® allows to interact with
keratinamino acids and strengthens hair.
PLUS:
Free
from
formaldehyde.
Liquid consistency and spray dispenser
facilitate application; a different shutter
speed and a different number of tiles
allow a smooth effect, volume reduction
or frizz management. It lasts up to 5
months.

SIZE 500 ml - CODE KK401

SIZE 500 ml - CODE KK403

TO BE
USED
WITH

TO BE
USED
WITH

SIZE 1000 ml – CODE KP108
SIZE 150 ml – CODE KP109

SIZE 500 ml - CODE KK402
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KERATIN
PLUS

QUICK
SMOOTHING TREATMENT

KERATIN
PLUS

ADAMANTIUM
STRAIGHTENING/TAMING/ANTI-FRIZZ

Keratin Plus Quick
SMOOTHING TREATMENT

Keratin Plus Adamantium
SHAMPOO

WHAT DOES IT DO? It removes volume
and frizz, increases the manageability
of unruly, curly and frizzy hair even at
home making the hair 70-80% straighter.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks to
its organic ingredients, it makes hair
stronger, smoother and shinier for
a long time. It also creates a protective
filter so that the hair absorbs less water,
protecting hair from humidity, salt
water and rain.
PLUS: with organic acids, wheat
proteins, surfactants olive oil derived
and
plant stem cells
extracts.
It is fast and easy to apply and
extremely effective on all hair types.
FREE FROM FORMALDEHYDE and
GLUTARALDEHYDE. It lasts for about
2 months.

WHAT DOES IT DO? Keratin Plus
Adamantium is a new amazing
shampoo
that
guarantees
3
different results: straight, tamed,
anti-frizz, just by changing the
application method.
HOW DOES IT WORK? A fine mix of
organic substances chemically bond to
hair structure in a few easy gestures
and, thanks to the thermal action
of flat iron, straightens, regenerates,
hydrates and nourishes the hair. Gives
regeneration, shine and straight aspect
to curly and frizzy hair.
PLUS: leaves the hair silky, nourished
and healthy It lasts up to 3 months.
NO
FORMALDEHYDE,
NO
GLUTARALDEHYDE, NO PARABENS.

TO BE
USED
WITH

SIZE 500 ml - CODE KPA01

SIZE 500 ml - CODE KQ105
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EVOLUTION
PRO

FRIZZ TAMER

Evolution Pro
SHAMPOO

Evolution Pro
FRIZZ TAMER

Evolution Pro
CONDITIONER

WHAT DOES IT DO? Shampoo to
prepare the hair to receive the
treatment.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It deep cleans
and opens the hair cuticles thanks to its
alkaline pH.
PLUS: it contains aloe vera and
sage
extracts
to
prevent
the
formation of dandruff, as well as
surfactants derived from olive oil
and coconut to deeply clean hair.
SLS and SLES FREE.

WHAT DOES IT DO? It is an exclusive
organic treatment for removing frizz
and volume defining the curl.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks to
its organic ingredients, it makes hair
stronger, tamed, shinier and easy to
comb for a long time. It also creates
a protective filter so that the hair
absorbs less water, protecting hair from
humidity, salt water and rain.
PLUS: it contains readily biodegradable
substances of natural origin, such
as chitosan, which help restore hair.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO PARABENS,
NO ALLERGENS.

WHAT DOES IT DO? It is the last step of
the patented frizz elimination procedure.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Vitamin E
in which argan oil is so rich, the
antioxidants contained in the extract
of black pepper strengthen the
hair and protect from environment
stresses. Suitable for all hair types,
it is an indispensable product in the salon
because it can be used to condition
and to give moisture and softness.
PLUS: with extracts of black pepper
and argan oil to strongly moisturize and
strengthen. It lasts about 40/50 days.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO PARABENS,
NO ALLERGENS.

SIZE 500 ml - CODE EP024

SIZE 500 ml - CODE EP025

SIZE 500 ml - CODE EP026
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T HE I DE A L
SUPPORT
SYSTEM
FOR YOUR

HAIR
SALON
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TREASURES

THE IDEAL JEAN PAUL MYNÈ SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR YOUR HAIR SALON

TREASURES
The essential line which you cannot
do without in the salon. Ideal as treatment
supporting products, ENHANCING SHAMPOO
and REVITAL MASK are products
indicated for treating the client’s hair
on a first visit to the salon after smoothing
or controlling treatment.
They also become fundamental
for developing other services such as
TOP UP POST COLOR or PERFECT ENDS
reconstruction and others.

Keratin Plus
SHAMPOO

Enhancing
SHAMPOO

Enhancing
CONDITIONER

Revital
MASK

Longevity
BUTTER

WHAT IS IT? It is a priming
shampoo for certain Jean
Paul Mynè treatments, it
provides
deep
cleansing.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
It provides deep thorough
cleansing. It is a priming
shampoo
required
prior
to certain specific process
like
Jean Paul Mynè’s
straightening or disciplining
treatments. It can be used
for a deep delicate cleansing.
PLUS: natural origins surfactants, derived from coconut
oil and olive oil, enriched with
nourishing agents.
NO SLS, NO SLES, NO SALT,
NO PARABENS.

WHAT IS IT? It is a deep
cleansing slightly acid pH
shampoo designed for the
first wash of hair following
Jean Paul Mynè treatments.
HOW DOES IT WORK? The
blend of valuable natural
extracts
increases
hair
vitality, protecting it from
environmental stress. The
shampoo can be used on all
hair types together with the
Revital Mask to restore hair
structure.
PLUS: it is enriched with
allantoin, avocado oil, jojoba
oil and extract of epilobium
thereby assuring optimal
hydration.

WHAT IS IT? It is a nourishing
moisturizing hair conditioner.
It nourishes and protects all
type of hair.
It is ideal after straightening
or disciplining treatments.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Apply
after Enhancing shampoo and
leave on time a few minutes
to hydrate the hair.
PLUS:
enriched
with
linseed oils,
give
shine
and
softness
on
hair.
NO SLES NO SLS NO
ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? This is a
professional treatment able
to repair, strengthen, hydrate
and nourish hair fibres and
follicles deep-down.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It repairs,
strengthens, hydrates and
nourishes hair fibres deep down.
PLUS: it is enriched with
vegetal stem cells extract
from a specific Swiss apple
variety (Uttwiler Spätlauber)
and sweet almond extract. The
silk proteins help increasehair
moisture levels, giving it
unique shine and softness.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO
PARABENS, NO ALLERGENS.
PH 5.5.

WHAT IS IT? An
ultrarestructuring butter to be used
to complete the smoothing
service.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It repairs,
strengthens,
hydrates
and
nourishes the fibers in depth.
PLUS: thanks to the presence
of organic carboxylic acids
(conditioning agents), Oxilamine
Technology® (restructuring), aloe
vera juice (emollient), essential
amino acids (reinforcing) and
zinc pca binds and retains water
NO SLS, NO SLES, NO SALT,
NO PARABENS.

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE KP107

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE ES040

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE ES050

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE TLON10

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE RM400
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LOVE
YO U R S E L F
WITH
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THERMO
REPAIR

THERMO REPAIR
T O RE BU ILD A N D REPAIR D AM AG ED H AIR
Line dedicated to the cure and recovery
of the strength and health of hair that is damaged,
brittle and subject to frequent thermal
and chemical stress. Through the presence
of ceramide 3 and extract of WHITE FOAM,
this line strengthens, protects and gives shine
even to extremely damaged hair.

Thermo Repair
TOP UP

Thermo Repair
PERFECT ENDS

WHAT IS IT? Unique treatment “Botox
Effect” resulting from the Jean Paul
Mynè research activity.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Its action is an
immediate hair “top up” in all respect
giving maximum plumping, volumizing,
reinforcing effect, for a sensational
brightness and a top softness.
PLUS: formulation with ceramide 3
and white foam to give force, strength,
volume and to rebuild the hair. Used as
a post color service it gives body and
shine.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO PARABENS,
NO ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? It restores damaged hair
with split ends.
HOW DOES IT WORK? The powerful
regenerating effect is due to the
action of ceramide 3 and “white
meadowfoam”, which, once they are
on heat, act rapidly, restoring the hair’s
fullness and reconstructing its structure,
with a visibly evident effect right from
the first application.
PLUS: immediate regeneration of
damaged hair fibres, disappearance
of split ends, long-lasting regenerating
effect even after a great many washes.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO PARABENS,
NO ALLERGENS.

12x20 ml vials - CODE BTX950

SIZE 50 ml - CODE TR202
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THERMO
REPAIR

LUXURY HAIR BOX

12

Top Up vials

1

Perfect Ends

1

Brush

1

Bowl
CODE BTX901
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NEVER
WITHOUT
YOU!
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OXILOCK
PLASMA

MIRACLE COME TRUE

OXILOCK PL ASMA
It is the revolutionary complex of organic
substances developed by the Jean Paul Mynè
laboratories, which rebuilds the disulphide bonds of the hair.
Used with bleach, color, perm and all chemical treatments,
it allows recovery of the hair health with “miraculous” results.
FREE FROM CHEMICAL “GHOSTS”, SILICONE,
SULPHATES, ALDEHYDES OR OTHER
AGGRESSIVE SUBSTANCES.
PRODUCED FROM ORGANIC ACIDS, AMINO-ACIDS
AND SPECIAL ZINC SALTS.

Oxilock Plasma
MIRACLE N.1

Oxilock Plasma
COME TRUE N.2

Oxilock Plasma
AMAZING N.3

WHAT IS IT? It is the step N. 1 of the
revolutionary complex of organic
substances developed by the Jean
Paul Mynè laboratories, which rebuilds
the disulphide bonds of the hair.
WHAT DOES IT DO? Used with bleach,
color, perm and all chemical treatments,
it allows recovery of the hair health with
“miraculous” results. Oxilock Plasma
N. 1 restores the keratin bonds before,
during and after aggressive chemical
treatments.
PLUS: with organic acids (e.g. lactic
acid), amino-acids (e.g. proline) and
their derivate and special eco-certified
zinc salts (zinc PCA). Free from chemical
“ghosts” and silicone.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO PARABENS,
NO ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? It works in synergy with N. 1
to complete the treatment.
HOW DOES IT WORK? N . 2 is
necessary with all services, to maximise
performance and guarantee an
excellent result.
PLUS: it is a concentrate of organic
substances, which restore the
health of the hair’s keratin fibres.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? An amazing deep repair
treatment enriched with essential amino
acids and horsetail and developed
to work in conjunction with Oxilock
Plasma Miracle Come True.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It fa ci l i tate s
a n d e n h a n c e s th e e ffe cts o f
Oxilock Plasma , eve n o n th e m o s t
da m a g e d
hair,
repairing
th e
ca p i l l a r y fi b r e w i th l o n g - l a s ti n g
r e s u l ts
and
i n cr e a s i n g
h a i r ’s
r e s i s ta n c e to b r e a k a g e fo r s h i n i e r ,
s o fte r h a i r .
PLUS: increase
hair’s
resistance
to breakage for shinier, softer hair.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

SIZE 500 ml - CODE OXI702

KIT OXILOCK PLASMA
(1 MIRACLE + 2 COME TRUE)
SIZE 500 ml - CODE OXI101
SIZE 200 ml - CODE OXI102

SIZE 500 ml - CODE OXI104
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OXILOCK
PLASMA

RESET

Oxilock Plasma
RESET
WHAT IS IT? It is a gentle, natural,
effective and absolutely revolutionary
exfoliation treatment.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Revitalizes
and frees the hair from the build-ups
of heavy metals and residues of all
chemical treatments that make it dull
and damaged. Restores the natural
health of your hair and scalp and
provides an ideal starting point for

34

any technical service without the risk
of result interference. To be used as
often as you want.
PLUS: it’s safe, simple and completely
natural. gluconolactone, vitamin C,
xanthan gum, a few simple ingredients
for an innovative and revolutionary
formula.
12 SACHETS X 5 gr - CODE OXI103
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MY
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HAIR
CARE

MANTRA

OCRYS

OCRYS
AND THE VALUE OF RESEARCH
Ocrys contains a carefully selected mixture
of ingredients of plant and mineral origin.
Precious liquid-crystal extracts
fused with exclusive natural oils and essences
give birth to a range of hair products
of unprecedented effectiveness.

MY HAIR CARE MANTRA

OCRYS

ASANA
CURLY HAIR

Asana

control and nourishment
CURLY HAIR

“

Asana helps to keep unruly curls in check
and defines their innate beauty. It takes its
name from the yoga positions which direct energy
towards specific parts of our body, helping us to
regain psychological and physical wellbeing.

“

Asana
SHAMPOO

Asana
CONDITIONER

Asana
MASK

WHAT IS IT? It is the shampoo of
Asana family of the Ocrys line that
helps to keep unruly curls in check and
avoiding the dreaded frizzy effect.
It works in sinergy with the Conditioner
and the Mask of the same family
of Asana suitable for curly hair.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks to the
biomimetic phyto ceramides contained
it forms a protective film which
smooths the hair cuticles and istantly
improves the definition of the curls
with an instant and progressive action.
PLUS: enriched with sunflowerseed
exctracts, jojoba oil, linseed oil.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? It is the conditioner of
Asana family of the Ocrys line that
helps to keep unruly curls in check and
avoiding the dreaded frizzy effect.
It works in sinergy with the Shampoo of
the same family of Asana suitable for
curly hair.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks to the
biomimetic phyto ceramides contained
it forms
a protective film which
smooths the hair cuticles and istantly
improves the definition of the curls
with an instant and progressive action.
PLUS: enriched with sunflowerseed
exctracts, jojoba oil, linseed oil.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? It is the mask of Asana
family of the Ocrys line that helps to
keep unruly curls in check and avoiding
the dreaded frizzy effect. It works in
sinergy with the Shampoo of the same
family of Asana suitable for curly hair.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks to the
biomimetic phyto ceramides contained
it forms a protective film which
smooths the hair cuticles and istantly
improves the definition of the curls
with an instant and progressive action.
PLUS: enriched with sunflowerseed
exctracts, jojoba oil, linseed oil.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCAS01
SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCAS04

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCAS02
SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCAS05

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCAS03
SIZE 200 ml - CODE OCAS06
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OCRYS

DEVA
COLOURED HAIR

Deva

protection and lustre
COLOURED HAIR

“

In ancient sanskrit, Deva means
that which shines - a divine being
or the power of nature.

“

Deva Color Day
SHAMPOO

Deva
SHAMPOO

Deva
CONDITIONER

Deva
MASK

WHAT IS IT? It is the specific
shampoo
of
the
Ocrys
family
specifically designed
to cleanse the hair after
the colour treatment in the
salon. It should be used
only after the color service.
Thanks to its formulation
allows
you
to
maintain
color performance longer.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks
to the active ingredients inside,
we obtain a protective film which
keeps the hair shaft smooth
and stops colour from fading.
PLUS: enriched with vetiver
oil, mixture of amino-acids,
sunflower-seed extracts.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO
ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? It is the shampoo
of the Ocrys family designed
to protect and shine coloured
hair. Used in synergy with
Deva Conditioner or Deva
Mask is ideal to keep the
colour brilliant
and shiny.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks
to the active substance
which protect from the fading
of the color, it maintains
cosmetically the hulling and the
protection of the colored hair.
PLUS: enriched with vetiver
oil, mixture of amino-acids,
sunflower-seed extracts.
.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO
ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? It is the conditioner
of Ocrys family designed to
protect and shine coloured
hair. Used in synergy with Deva
Shampoo it is ideal to keep
the colour brilliant and shiny.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks
to the active substance which
protect from the fading of the
color, it maintains cosmetically
the shining and the protection
of the colored hair.
PLUS: enriched with vetiver
oil, mixture of amino-acids,
sunflower-seed extracts.
.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO
ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? It is the Mask of
the Ocrys family designed to
protect and shine coloured
hair. Used in synergy with Deva
Shampoo is ideal to keep
the colour brilliant and shiny.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks
to the active substance which
protect from the fading of the
color, it maintains cosmetically
the shining and the protection
of the colored hair.
PLUS: enriched with vetiver
oil, mixture of amino-acids,
sunflower-seed extracts.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO
ALLERGENS.

SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCDV06
SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCDV03

SIZE 200 ml - CODE OCDV07
SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCDV04

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCDV01

SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCDV05
SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCDV02
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OCRYS

REPAIR
DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

Repair

reconstruction

DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

“

Repair is a special range which gives
strength and nourishment to fragile hair.

Repair Rich
SHAMPOO

“

WHAT IS IT? It is the shampoo of
the Ocrys family able to restore
and
hydrates damaged hair. Used
in sinergy with Repair Magnificent
Mask or Repair Leave In it is suitable
to reinforce the hair structure as
well as repairing and restoring the
protective barrier of the hair fibre.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks to
the precious
formulation enriched
of ceramide 3 and extract of
limnanthes alba it strengthens the
structure of the damaged hair.
PLUS: enriched with ceramide 3
and extract of limnanthes alba.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

Repair Magnificent
MASK
WHAT IS IT? It is the mask of the Ocrys
family able to restore and hydrates
damaged hair. Used in sinergy with
Repair Shampoo
it is suitable to
reinforce the hair structure and lightness.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks to
the precious
formulation enriched
of ceramide 3 and extract of
limnanthes alba it strengthens the
structure of the damaged hair.
PLUS: enriched with ceramide 3
and extract of limnanthes alba.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.
SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCRE03
SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCRE05

Repair Sublime Mist
LEAVE IN CONDITIONER
WHAT IS IT? It is the Leave-In
Conditioner of the Ocrys family able
to quickly restore and
hydrates the
most damaged hair. Used in sinergy
with Repair Shampoo it is suitable
to reinforce the hair structure and
lightness in one time.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks to
the precious
formulation enriched
of ceramide 3 and extract of
limnanthes alba it strengthens the
structure of the damaged hair.
PLUS: enriched with ceramide 3
and extract of limnanthes alba.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.
SIZE 150 ml - CODE OCRE02

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCRE01
SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCRE04
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OCRYS

DEHA
CLEANSER BODY AND HAIR

Deha

natural safety
for the whole family
eco

“

The word Deha means human being
in the Sanskrit language and it alludes to the
meaning of the cosmos on a smaller scale.
Deha is dedicated to the whole family. It gently
cleanses and hydratates body and hair and work
to protect the environment at the same time.

“

Deha Cleansing
HAIR & BODY

Deha Moisture
HAIR & BODY

Deha CO-WASH
WASHING CONDITIONER

WHAT IS IT? It is a cleanser for body
and hair wich nourish and hydrates
body and hair gently. It works in sinergy
with Deha Moisture to have most
delicate result for the whole family.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Thanks
to the rich formula of linseed oil,
ximenia
americana,
palm
kernel/
coco glucoside it is highly suitable for
sensitive scalps and for children as well.
PLUS: linseed oil, ximenia americana,
palm kernel / coco glucoside.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? It is a moisturazing cream
for body and hair and works to protect
the hair and scalp at the same time.
One product for several different
purposes means saving energy whilst
you have a double hydration, for hair
and body. It works in sinergy with Deha
Cleansing, suitable for whole the family.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks to the
rich formula of linseed oil, ximenia
americana, palm kernel/coco glucoside
is highly suitable for sensitive scalps and
for children as well.
PLUS: linseed oil, ximenia americana,
palm
kernel
/
coco
glucoside.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? It is the innovative concept
of cleansing conditioner addressed to
those who love to cleanse and nourish
their hair in the same time. Suitable for
those who have a sporty lifestyle and
ideal for the summer time.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks to the
precious formula enriched with linseed
oil, ximenia americana, palm kernel/
coco glucoside it is highly suitable for
sensitive scalps and for children as well.
PLUS: linseed oil, ximenia americana,
palm kernel / coco glucoside.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCDE03
SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCDE01

SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCDE05

SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCDE04
SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCDE02
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OCRYS

SENSITIVE
DELICATE AND SENSITIVE SCALP

Sensitive

delicate, balanced and cleansing
SENSITIVE SCALPS

“

Sensitive encapsulates extreme
sensitivity of soul and body.
It is a range designed to give the
gentlest wash for scalp and hair.

“

Sensitive
SCALP CARE

Sensitive
SHAMPOO

Sensitive
CONDITIONER

Sensitive
MASK

WHAT IS IT? It is a specific
treatment for sensitive scalp.
Designed to protect the scalp
before chimical treatments in
the salon or to prevent the scalp
sensibility in salon or at home.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Apply on scalp before do the
shampoo and complete the
treatment
with
Sensitive
Shampoo.
PLUS: enriched with fig, nettle,
black snakeroot and milk
thistle.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO
ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? It is a ideal
shampoo designed to give
gentle wash for sensitive scalp
and hair. Thanks to the gentle
cleansing agents is suitable for
those people with very delicate
skins and sensitive scalps.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Used
in
sinergy
with
Sensitive Mask or Sensitive
Conditioner helps to keep
scalp balanced and delicacy.
PLUS: enriched with ximenia
americana, ziziphus joazeiro,
zanthalene.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO
ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? It is a conditioner
for delicate
and light
hydration.
Thanks to the
active substance inside it
helps to restore the well-being
of the hair and it’s suitable
for those people who love
softness and light hydration,
is perfect for very thin hair.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
It work in sinergy with Sensitive
Shampoo Purify or Balance
and help to keep the balance
between scalp and hair.
PLUS: enriched with special
active
ingredients
wich
restore
and prevent any
scalp issues.
.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO
ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? It is a deep and
light hydration. Thanks to the
active substance inside it
helps to restore the well-being
of the hair and it’s suitable
for those people who love
softness and light hydration.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
It works in sinergy with Sensitive
shampoo Purify or Balance
and help to keep the balance
between scalp and hair.
PLUS: enriched with special
active
ingredients
wich
restore
and
prevent
any scalp issues.
.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO
ALLERGENS.

SIZE 150 ml - CODE OCSE06

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCSE01
SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCSE08

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCSE02
SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCSE09

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCSE03
SIZE 200 ml - CODE OCSE10
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OCRYS

SENSITIVE
SCALP WITH DANDRUFT and /or SEBUM

Sensitive

delicate, balanced and cleansing
SENSITIVE SCALPS

“

Sensitive encapsulates extreme
sensitivity of soul and body.
It is a range designed to give the
gentlest wash for scalp and hair.

“

Sensitive
SCALP BALANCE

Sensitive Purify
SHAMPOO

Sensitive Balance
SHAMPOO

WHAT IS IT? It is a Specific treatment
for scalp with sebum and/or dandruft,
for the salon and home.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Apply on scalp
before shampoo and complete the
treatment with Sensitive Shampoo
Balance or Sensitive Purify Shampoo
depending on the scalp issues
(dandruft or sebum).
PLUS: enriched with ximenia americana,
ziziphus joazeiro, zanthalen.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? It is a delicate cleansing
shampoo for scalps with dandruft . Thanks
to the gentle cleansing agents is suitable
for those people with very delicate
skins and sensitive scalps and free the
scalp from desquamation residues.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It works in sinergy
with
Sensitive Mask or Sensitive
Conditioner and helps to maintain the
beauty and delicacy or the hair.
PLUS: enriched with ximenia americana,
ziziphus joazeiro, zanthalen: wich helps
to relieve itching, and to reduce the
dandruft.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? It is a gentle cleansing
shampoo for scalp with hyperhidrosis and
sebum. Thanks to its cleansing agents
extremply delicate helps to rebalance
the hydrolipid layer of the scalp and to
reduce the sebum.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It works in sinergy
with
Sensitive Mask or Sensitive
Conditioner and helps to maintain
the beauty and delicacy of the hair.
PLUS: enriched with fig and maca
root, also known as the “ energy root”,
it balance the hydrolipid layer of the scalp.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

SIZE 150 ml - CODE OCSE07

SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCSE12
SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCSE05

SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCSE11
SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCSE04
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OCRYS

BANDHA
STRAIGHT HAIR

Bandha

discipline and softness
STRAIGHT HAIR

“

Bandha is a yoga term which means
“bond” or bringing together. It refers to the
ostural body lock which releases both
physical and mental energy.

“

Bandha
SHAMPOO

Bandha
CONDITIONER

Bandha
MASK

WHAT IS IT?
Gentle and effective
cleansing to get the hair ready
for a straight look.
.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks to
its gentle cleansing base and thanks
to specific actives it is perfect to
discipline hair and to give smoothness.
PLUS: enriched
with camelia oil,
d-pantenol, sunflower extracts. It has
special active ingredients that can re-align
the hair fibers and keep them aligned.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? Gentle and light nourishing
conditioner. Rich in actives that help to
straight the hair and to give softness.
It is perfect for those who like a deep
hydratation, but light for thin hair.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It contains special
moisturazing actives that help to re-align
the hair fibers and keep the smooth
effect.
PLUS: enriched
with camelia oil,
d-pantenol, sunflower extracts. It has
special active ingredients that can re-align
the hair fibers and keep them aligned.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? Deep and light hydratation.
Rich in multifunctional actives, it helps to
restore the hair. It is for those who love
rich hydratation without weighing down
the hair. Easy to rinse, the hair is light and
long lasting clean effect.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It contains special
moisturazing actives that help to re-align
the hair fibers and keep the smooth effect.
PLUS: enriched
with camelia oil,
d-pantenol, sunflower extracts. It has
special active ingredients that can
re-align the hair fibers and keep them
aligned.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCBA01
SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCBA04

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCBA02
SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCBA05

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCBA03
SIZE 200 ml - CODE OCBA06
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OCRYS

FULL - BODY
THIN HAIR

Full-Body

body and volume
THIN HAIR

“

Full-Body is the Ocrys family
made for thin hair, it identifies
the fullness and body that this line
gives to the hair structure.

“

Full-Body
SHAMPOO

Full-Body
CONDITIONER

Full-Body
LEAVE IN

WHAT
IS
IT?
Gentle
and
effective
cleansing,
it
gets
the
hair ready to have more body.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Th an ks to its
g entle wash in g base an d th an ks
to sp ec ific a c tives, it is p erfec t
to boost th e th in h air volu m e.
PLUS: enriched
with tilia flower
extract, argan oil, oat extract, these
help to give volume to the hair.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? Delicate and light
hydratation. Rich in functional actives
that give body to the hair. It
is perfect for those who love
light
but
effective
hydratation.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It c o nta i n s
sp ec ial
m oistu r i zi n g
a cti ve s
ric h
in
p rote i n
th at
help
to g ive volu m e to th e h a i r .
PLUS: enriched
with tilia flower
extract, argan oil, oat extract, these
help to give volume to the hair.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? Delicate and light
hydratation, perfect for cahotic life-style,
very fast, no rinse. Rich in functional
actives that help to mantain hair wellness
and to give body and volume to the hair.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Ve r y
s m a r t, a fte r s h a mp o o o n w et
h a i t to h ave l i g h t hy dr atati o n .
PLUS: enriched
with tilia flower
extract, argan oil, oat extract, these
help to give volume to the hair.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCFB03
SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCFB01

SIZE 150 ml - CODE OCFB05

SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCFB04
SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCFB02
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OCRYS

HATHA
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

Hatha

moisture, softness and strength
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

“

The word Hatha is made up of two
syllables - HA + THA. HA refers to the solar aspect
and the qualities of the sun whilst THA relates
to the lunar aspect and the qualities of the moon.
In Sanskrit, it indicates the quest for the exact
balance between the sun and the moon.
For Ocrys the Hatha range is the best possible
solution for bleached and badly damaged hair.

“

Hatha Dream
SHAMPOO

Hatha Believe
CONDITIONER

Hatha
COME TRUE

WHAT IS IT? It is a gentle cleansing
shampoo that helps to restore stressed
hair
to well-being thanks to the
polifunctional ingredients inside which
help you to achieve hydration, softness
and shine and more healthy hair.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It contains special
active ingredients which restore the hair
structure. Used in sinergy with Hatha
Believe Conditioner or Hatha Come
True help you to achieve hydration,
softness and shine and more healthy hair.
PLUS: enriched with organic acids,
sunflower-seed extracts, guar H.C.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? It’s a conditioner for deep
hydration for very damaged and thin
hair. Enriched with active ingredients
that helps to improve the well-being of
the hair structure and cuticles.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It contains an
organic acids, the same once used
for Oxilock Plasma, which helps to
improve the strength and structure
of wrecked hair and to protect them.
PLUS: enriched with organic acids,
sunflower-seed extracts, guar H.C.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

WHAT IS IT? It is a magic mask, a real
elixir for very damaged and bleached
hair. It comes in sinergy with the hair
structure and boosts lustre, silkness
and hydratation.
.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Apply
before the shampoo on dry hair
or wet hair to strengthen the effect,
leave on time for 5/10 minutes.
PLUS: enriched with organic acids,
sunflower-seed extracts, guar H.C.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO ALLERGENS.

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCHA02
SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCHA05

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCHA03
SIZE 200 ml - CODE OCHA06

SIZE 1000 ml - CODE OCHA01
SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCHA04
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OCRYS

JALA
PROTECTS AND NOURISHES

Jala

protects and nourishes
STRESSED HAIR

“

Jala is the line that protects and nourishes
the hair in situations of atmospheric stress.
Sun, sea, wind and cold can alter the structure,
Jala allows you to protect them
and give them the right hydration.

“

Jala
SHAMPOO

Jala
MASK

Jala Leave-In
BI-PHASE

WHAT IS IT? The ideal shampoo to
gently cleanse the scalp and hair after
a day in the open air.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Thanks to the
presence of special active ingredients,
it helps to restore the natural moisture
of the hair, while the UV filter gives
them protection. Ideal also for
frequent washing.
PLUS: UV filters, chamomile oil.

WHAT IS IT?
The ideal mask to
thoroughly nourish but gently skin and
hair after a day of atmospheric stress.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Its formulation,
enriched with special active ingredients,
allows to restore the natural hydration
of the hair. Applied during exposure,
it gives the driest hair maximum
protection and hydration Ideal also
for frequent use.
PLUS: UV filter, panthenol, linseed oil.

WHAT IS THAT? The ideal mask to
thoroughly nourish but gently skin and
hair after a day of atmospheric stress.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Its formulation,
enriched with special active ingredients,
allows to restore the natural hydration
of the hair. Applied during exposure,
it gives the driest hair maximum
protection and hydration. Ideal also
for frequent use.
PLUS: UV filter, panthenol, linseed oil.

SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCJA05

SIZE 150ml - CODE OCJA06

SIZE 250 ml - CODE OCJA04
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TASTE
FOR

CREATION
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NAVITAS

ORGANIC TOUCH

NAVITAS
ORGANIC TOUCH, DIRECT COLORING
has been developed through a selection
of the finest and safest ingredients with
a choice of fragrances and substances.

Navitas Organic Touch
SHAMPOO

The top quality organic pigments which form
the basis of these products are skilfully combined
with a fantastic cosmetic base, giving hair
a new color flavour, with shine, reconstruction,
moisture and highlights that will delight.
The pigments can be mixed together to create
infinitive shades.

WHAT IS IT? A gentle organic shampoo
with precious organic pigments for a
direct and natural coloration.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Moisturizes and
nourishes the hair thanks to the action
of marine collagen and oat and wheat
proteins.
PLUS: rich in pigments, it contains
cleansing agents of natural origin
obtained from coconut and olive, for a
gentle but in-depth cleansing action on
the hair and scalp. In 12 shades inspired
to spices.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO PARABENS,
NO ALLERGENS.

12 SHADES
Blueberry

Sumac

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT101
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT301

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT108
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT308

Sesame

Carob

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT102
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT302

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT109
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT309

Curry

Cumin

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT103
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT303

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT111
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT311

Cinnamon

Grey Pepper

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT104
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT304

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - NOT106
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT306

Tumeric

Poppy Seeds

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT105
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT305

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT110
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT310

Paprika

Milk

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT107
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT307

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT112
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT312
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NAVITAS

ORGANIC TOUCH

Navitas Organic Touch
MASK
WHAT IS IT? A rebuilding color mask
shampoo with precious pigments for a
direct and natural coloration.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Precious aminoacids and ceramide give a powerful,
synergic reconstructive action on even
seriously damaged hair, while argan,
wild rose and flax oils help to untangle
and moisturise the hair, and give it shine.
PLUS: organic product with organic
pigments.
NO SLES, NO SLS, NO PARABENS,
NO ALLERGENS in 10 shades.
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10 SHADES
Blueberry

Paprika

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT201
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT401

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT206
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT406

Sesame

Sumac

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT202
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT402

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT207
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT407

Curry

Carob

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT203
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT403

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT208
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT408

Cinnamon

Poppy Seeds

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT204
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT404

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT209
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT409

Tumeric

Milk

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT205
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT405

IN SALON: SIZE 1000 ml - CODE NOT210
AT HOME: SIZE 250 ml - CODE NOT410

INSPIRED
BY T H E

COLOR

GOURMET
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DOC

COLOR

DOC C OLOR
INN OV AT IV E IN SU B ST A NC E, IN RE SU LT
A N D IN D E SIG N.

WaterLess is more.
We replaced water with l’Aloe Vera,
precious oils, spirulina and complex of amino-acids.

DOC COLOR is the new way
to experience color in the salon, to appreciate
from the moment you see it, to liberate
the colorist’s creativity and
your client’s desire to express herself.

Doc
COLOR
WHAT IS IT? It is a revolutionary
ammonia-free hair color that incudes
the best of traditional color and the
best of color oil to create the perfect
hair dye. The first water free color in
which water is substituted with aloe
vera and Spirulina for hair wellness.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It gently
colors the hair respecting its health.
Gives shine, hydration, protection,
nourishment, regeneration. With 72
highly pigmented shades it gives to
hair artists the freedom to create
endless colors. Both permanent and
demi-permanent according with the
Activator used. Long lasting.

PLUS: with aloe vera, spirulina, olive
oil, limnanthes alba kee oil, babassu
batter, karitè butter amino acid
complex, vetiver oil, marin collagen.
AMMONIA FREE, NICKEL FREE,
ALLERGENS FREE, FRAGRANCE
FREE.
72 SHADES
SIZE 120 ml in a box with 3 bottles
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DOC

NATURAL
BLACK
DARKEST BROWN
DARK BROWN
MEDIUM BROWN
LIGHT BROWN
DARK BLOND
BLOND
LIGHT BLOND

Code DOC10
Code DOC20
Code DOC30
Code DOC40
Code DOC50
Code DOC60
Code DOC70
Code DOC80

9.0 (9N)
10.0 (10N)

VERY LIGHT BLOND
ULTRA LIGHT BLOND

Code DOC90
Code DOC100

6.34 (6GC)
8.34 (8GC)

5.4 (5C)
6.4 (6C)
7.4 (7C)
8.4 (8C)

INTENSE NATURAL
INTENSE DARK BROWN
INTENSE MEDIUM BROWN

Code DOC330
Code DOC440

55.0 (5NN)
66.0 (6NN)
77.0 (7NN)
88.0 (8NN)
99.0 (9NN)

INTENSE LIGHT BROWN
INTENSE DARK BLOND
INTENSE BLOND
INTENSE LIGHT BLOND
INTENSE VERY LIGHT BLOND

Code DOC550
Code DOC660
Code DOC770
Code DOC880
Code DOC990

ASH
ASH LIGHT BROWN
ASH DARK BLOND
ASH BLOND
ASH LIGHT BLOND
ASH VERY LIGHT BLOND

Code DOC51
Code DOC61
Code DOC71
Code DOC81
Code DOC91

ASH MAT BLOND
ASH MAT LIGHT BLOND
ASH MAT VERY LIGHT BLOND

Code DOC718
Code DOC818
Code DOC918

ASH MAT
7.18 (7AMT)
8.18 (8AMT)
9.18 (9AMT)

IRISÉ
7.2 (7V)
8.2 (8V)
9.2 (9V)

PEARL BLOND
PEARL LIGHT BLOND
PEARL VERY LIGHT BLOND

Code DOC72
Code DOC82
Code DOC92

BEIGE
5.7 (5B)
6.7 (6B)
7.7 (7B)

BEIGE LIGHT BROWN
BEIGE DARK BLOND
BEIGE BLOND

Code DOC57
Code DOC67
Code DOC77

ULTRA LIGHT BLONDE
10.1 (10A)
10.12 (10AV)
10.2 (10V)
10.21 (10VA)

ASH ULTRA LIGHT BLOND
ASH IRISÈ ULTRA LIGHT BLOND
PEARL ULTRA LIGHT BLOND
IRISé ASH ULTRA LIGHT BLOND

Code DOC101
Code DOC1012
Code DOC102
Code DOC1021

ASH TONER
IRISÈ TONER

Code DOC01
Code DOC02

HIGH LIFT EXTREME BLOND

Code DOC120

TONER
.1 (A)
.2 (V)

HIGH LIFT
12.0 (HLN)

4.3 (4G)
5.3 (5G)
6.3 (6G)
7.3 (7G)
8.3 (8G)
9.3 (9G)

GOLDEN MEDIUM BROWN
GOLDEN LIGHT BROWN
GOLDEN DARK BLOND
GOLDEN BLOND
GOLDEN LIGHT BLOND
GOLDEN VERY LIGHT BLOND

Code DOC43
Code DOC53
Code DOC63
Code DOC73
Code DOC83
Code DOC93

DOC OLEODEC
DOC POWDERDEC

GOLDEN COOPER
GOLDEN COPPER DARK BLOND
GOLDEN COPPER LIGHT BLOND

Code DOC634
Code DOC834

COPPER LIGHT BROWN
COPPER DARK BLOND
COPPER BLOND
COPPER LIGHT BLOND

Code DOC54
Code DOC64
Code DOC74
Code DOC84

COOPER

33.0 (3NN)
44.0 (4NN)

5.1 (5A)
6.1 (6A)
7.1 (7A)
8.1 (8A)
9.1 (9A)

DOC

GOLDEN

1.0 (1N)
2.0 (2N)
3.0 (3N)
4.0 (4N)
5.0 (5N)
6.0 (6N)
7.0 (7N)
8.0 (8N)

INTENSE COOPER
6.44 (6CC)
8.44 (8CC)

INTENSE COPPER DARK BLOND
INTENSE COPPER LIGHT BLOND

Code DOC644
Code DOC844

MAHOGANY LIGHT BROWN
MAHOGANY DARK BLOND
MAHOGANY BLOND

Code DOC55
Code DOC65
Code DOC75

RED LIGHT BROWN
RED DARK BLOND
RED BLOND

Code DOC56
Code DOC66
Code DOC76

INTENSE RED LIGHT BROWN
INTENSE RED DARK BLOND
INTENSE RED LIGHT BLOND

Code DOC566
Code DOC666
Code DOC766

PURPLE IRISé MEDIUM BROWN
PURPLE IRISÈ DARK BLOND

Code DOC422
Code DOC622

SILVER
BLUE NAVY
PINK SAND
FREESIA YELLOW
SUNFLOWER ORANGE
HIBISCUS RED
SLATE DARK GRAY
EMERALD GREEN
ORTENSIA BLUE
ACAI VIOLET
LAVENDER

Code DOC001
Code DOC002
Code DOC003
Code DOC004
Code DOC005
Code DOC006
Code DOC007
Code DOC008
Code DOC009
Code DOC010
Code DOC011

MAHOGANY
5.5 (5M)
6.5 (6M)
7.5 (7M)

RED
5.6 (5R)
6.6 (6R)
7.6 (7R)

INTENSE RED
5.66 (5RR)
6.66 (6RR)
7.66 (7RR)

PURPLE IRISÉ
4.22 (4VV)
6.22 (6VV)

ART

Doc
OLEODEC

Doc
POWDERDEC

WHAT IS IT? Doc Oleodec is the first
bleaching
system
ammonia-free in
oil bath designed specifically to avoid
possible powder clouds in the workplace
while preparing the bleaching mix and for
the best gentleness on hair.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Whilst traditional
bleaching treatments become dry, thus
blocking the lightening process, Doc Oleodec,
thanks to the oils it contains, continues to act
on the hair, achieving further results and in
some cases avoiding the need for a second
application (it lightens up to 7 shades). The
precious oils keep the best moisturizing
action, giving protection to the hair.
PLUS: olive oil, rice oil, argan oil, vetiver oil,
babassu oil, limnanthes alba oil. Special food
packaging, recicable and upcicable.
AMMONIA FREE.

WHAT IS IT? Compact blue ammoniafree bleaching powder that lifts color
up to 8 levels and neutralizes unwanted
yellow tones during the bleaching process.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Its ammonia-free
formula and special emollients ensure quick
and effective hair bleaching while respecting
its structure, even using lower volumes.
Do not use with foils.
.
PLUS: its formula rich in conditioning
and emollient active ingredients, such
as xanthan and guar gum, which helps
to maintain the hair’s wellbeing during
the bleaching process.
AMMONIA FREE.
SIZE 1000 g - CODE POWDEC2

SIZE 500 ml - CODE OLDEC1

CLEAR
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0.0 (CLEAR)
0.00 (CLEAR PLUS)

Code DOC00
Code DOC000
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DOC
COLOR

DOC ACTIV ENZYME

DOC
COLOR

Doc
ACTIV ENZYME
WHAT IS THAT? To guarantee
maximum freedom of work and
transform the Doc Color from
permanent to demi-permanent,
depending on the desire.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Used with
the special emulsion enriched
with enzymes of natural origin of
papaya and pineapple stalk, and
with precious moisturizing and
restructuring active oils, it allows
to obtain a voluptuous texture
that guarantees the best intimacy
with the hair for a surprising
performance.
PLUS: moisturizing and restructuring active oils, spirulina / vetiver
oil / babasu oil / papain / pineapple stem guarantee efficacy and
cosmetics.
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5 “STRENGTHS”
0.05 (5 VOL./1,5%)
SIZE 1 liter - CODE ACTIV05

0.10 (10 VOL./3%)
SIZE 1 liter - CODE ACTIV10

0.20 (20 VOL./6%)
SIZE 1 liter - CODE ACTIV20

0.30 (30 VOL./9%)
SIZE 1 liter - CODE ACTIV30

THICKENER

Doc Color
THICKENER
WHAT IS IT? A functional and
extremely
important
product
to
free the creativity of the operator.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Thanks
to its ability to thicken, it allows to
obtain the desired texture and to
create plays of color during the
application of both color and deco.
PLUS:
enriched
with
aloe vera
to ensure hydration of the hair.
SIZE 100 ml - CODE COLAD1

0.40 (40 VOL./12%)
SIZE 1 liter - CODE ACTIV40
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A
DIFFERENT
WAY O F

COLORING
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75

COLOR

JUICE

COLOR J U I C E
A NE W FEEL O F H AIR C O LO RING
Af ter 100 yea rs in s id e a t u be , c o l o r cre a m cha n ge s .
Jea n Pau l M yn è re s e a rch brin gs a rev o l u t i o n t o t he wo rl d
of ha ir c olor cre a m s by re p l a cin g wat e r wit h a l o e v e ra
a n d giv in g spa c e t o p re ci o u s s p ir u l in a o il a n d a n a m in o a cid
c omplex. C olor Ju ic e is t he n ew ha ir c o l o r cre a m t hat m a k es
the ha ir c oloring ex p e rie n c e at t he s a l o n t r u l y u n iqu e .
C olor Juic e is a s a f e , s imp l e , p ra ct ica l , hig h- p e rfo rm a n c e
produ ct that rev o l u t i o n iz e s t he wo rl d o f ha ir c o l o rin g
with the v ita l it y o f u n c o m m o n a ct iv e in gre d ie nt s
a n d a n e rgo n o m ic d e s ign .

Color
JUICE
WHAT IS IT? Color Juice is the nextgeneration hair color cream free of
PPD and resorcinol. A product that
brings Doc’s safety, mildness, and
innovation to the world of hair color
creams. Color Juice combines the
simple application of a traditional
color cream with the excellent results
of a cutting-edge product. It stands
out for its innovative and smart
formula and design. Color Juice has
no added water, leaving space for
nourishing and moisturizing active
ingredients that supply the hair
structure with a balanced nutritional
intake even during the coloring
process.

HOW DOES IT WORK? Ensuring
extreme mildness on the scalp,
maximum comfort for the customer
at the salon, and intensive nutritional
intake for the hair structure during
the coloring process. Minimum
odor and maximum coverage,
radiance, intensity, and durability.
PLUS: with aloe vera, spirulina, a mix
of plant origin proteins and amino
acids and nourishing oils.
69 SHADES
SIZE 100 ml in a box with 3 pouch
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COLOR

JUICE

COLOR
JUICE

NATURAL
1.0 (1N)
3.0 (3N)
4.0 (4N)
5.0 (5N)
6.0 (6N)
7.0 (7N)
8.0 (8N)
9.0 (9N)
10.0 (10N)

IRISÉ
BLACK
DARK BROWN
MEDIUM BROWN
LIGHT BROWN
DARK BLOND
BLOND
LIGHT BLOND
VERY LIGHT BLOND
ULTRA LIGHT BLOND

Code COLJU10
Code COLJU30
Code COLJU40
Code COLJU50
Code COLJU60
Code COLJU70
Code COLJU80
Code COLJU90
Code COLJU100

INTENSE DARK BROWN
INTENSE MEDIUM BROWN
INTENSE LIGHT BROWN
INTENSE DARK BLOND
INTENSE BLOND
INTENSE LIGHT BLOND
INTENSE VERY LIGHT BLOND

Code COLJU330
Code COLJU440
Code COLJU550
Code COLJU660
Code COLJU770
Code COLJU880
Code COLJU990

ASH LIGHT BROWN
ASH DARK BLOND
ASH BLOND
ASH LIGHT BLOND
ASH VERY LIGHT BLOND

Code COLJU51
Code COLJU61
Code COLJU71
Code COLJU81
Code COLJU91

ASH
5.1 (5A)
6.1 (5A)
7.1 (5A)
8.1 (5A)
9.1 (5A)

MAT ASH
3.81 (3MTA)
5.81 (5MTA)

MAT ASH DARK BROWN
MAT ASH LIGHT BROWN

Code COLJU381
Code COLJU581

ASH MAT BLOND
ASH MAT VERY LIGHT BLOND

Code COLJU718
Code COLJU918

BEIGE LIGHT BROWN
BEIGE BLOND

Code COLJU57
Code COLJU77

ASH MAT
7.18 (7AMT)
9.18 (9AMT)

BEIGE
5.7 (5B)
7.7 (7B)

ASH IRISÈ ULTRA LIGHT BLOND
ASH ULTRA LIGHT BLOND
IRISÈ ULTRA LIGHT BLOND
IRISÈ ASH ULTRA LIGHT BLOND

Code COLJU1012
Code COLJU101
Code COLJU102
Code COLJU1021

ASH TONER
IRISÈ TONER

Code COLJU01
Code COLJU02

HIGHT LIFT NATURAL
INTENSE ASH HIGHT LIFT
MAT ASH HIGHT LIFT

Code COLJU120
Code COLJU1211
Code COLJU1281

TONER
.1 (A)
.2 (V)

IRISé VERY LIGHT BLOND

Code COLJU92

GOLDEN MEDIUM BROWN
GOLDEN LIGHT BROWN
GOLDEN DARK BLOND
GOLDEN BLOND
GOLDEN LIGHT BLOND
GOLDEN VERY LIGHT BLOND

Code COLJU43
Code COLJU53
Code COLJU63
Code COLJU73
Code COLJU83
Code COLJU93

GOLDEN
4.3 (4G)
5.3 (5G)
6.3 (6G)
7.3 (7G)
8.3 (8G)
9.3 (9G)

6.34 (6GC)
8.34 (8GC)

GOLDEN COPPER DARK BLOND
GOLDEN COPPER LIGHT BLOND

Code COLJU634
Code COLJU834

INTENSE COPPER
5.44 (5CC)
6.44 (6CC)
7.44 (7CC)
8.44 (8CC)

INTENSE COPPER LIGHT BROWN
INTENSE COPPER DARK BLOND
INTENSE COPPER BLOND
INTENSE COPPER LIGHT BLOND

Code COLJU544
Code COLJU644
Code COLJU744
Code COLJU844

INTENSE RED NATURAL BROWN
INTENSE RED LIGHT BROWN
INTENSE RED DARK BLOND
INTENSE RED BLOND

Code COLJU466
Code COLJU566
Code COLJU666
Code COLJU766

INTENSE RED
4.66 (4RR)
5.66 (5RR)
6.66 (6RR)
7.66 (7RR)

INTENSI VIOLET
4.22 (4VV)
6.22 (6VV)

INTENSE VIOLET NATURAL BROWN
INTENSE VIOLET DARK BLOND

Code COLJU422
Code COLJU622

CLEAR
0.0 (CLEAR)
0.00 (ULTRA CLEAR)

Code COLJU00
Code COLJU000

FRUIT COLOR

ULTRA LIGHT BLONDE
10.12 (10AV)
10.1 (10A)
10.2 (10V)
10.21 (10VA)

9.2 (9V)

GOLDEN COOPER

NATURAL INTENSE
33.0 (33N)
44.0 (44N)
55.0 (55N)
66.0 (66N)
77.0 (77N)
88.0 (88N)
99.0 (99N)

ACTIV PULP

LIGHT GRAY
DARK GRAY
GREEN
LIGHT BLUE
LIGHT VIOLET
PINK
YELLOW
ORANGE
RED
BLUE
MAHOGANY
VIOLET

Code COLJU001
Code COLJU002
Code COLJU003
Code COLJU004
Code COLJU005
Code COLJU006
Code COLJU007
Code COLJU008
Code COLJU009
Code COLJU010
Code COLJU011
Code COLJU012

Activ
PULP ENZYME
WHAT IS IT? The special creamy
“pulp” is enriched with natural
pineapple
enzymes,
precious
oils, moisturizing and restorative
active ingredients, and aloe
vera, which helps to obtain the
perfect texture for a pleasant
and
comfortable
application
even during devel-opment time.
Its innovative formula makes
it
compatible
and
ideal
also with Doc Oleodec, Doc
Powderdec, and Frozen Deco.

HOW DOES IT WORK? Ensuring
a mild and cosmetic effect on hair.
Ensuring the utmost attention to
sensitivity compared to traditional
activators
and
leaving
hair
moisturized and radiant over time.
PLUS: aloe vera, enzymes derived
from pineapple, limnanthes alba
oil, vetiver oil, and many other
active ingredients.

5 “STRENGTHS”
0.05 (5 VOL./1,5%)
SIZE 1 liter - CODE ACTEN05

0.10 (10 VOL./3%)
SIZE 1 liter - CODE ACTEN10

0.20 (20 VOL./6%)
SIZE 1 liter - CODE ACTEN20

0.30 (30 VOL./9%)
SIZE 1 liter - CODE ACTEN30

0.40 (40 VOL./12%)
SIZE 1 liter - CODE ACTEN40

HIGH LIFT
12.0 (HL.N)
12.11 (HL.AA)
12.81 (HL.MTA)
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COLOR
JUICE

FROZEN DECO

COLOR
JUICE

COLOR STOP

Frozen Deco
EXTREME + 9

Color
STOP

WHAT IS IT? Blue bleaching powder
for extreme color lifting. It neutralizes
unwanted yellow tones during the
bleaching process.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Ensuring the
highest bleaching performance in a
short time, even using lower volumes.
Its formula ensures an emollient effect
on hair while respecting its structure.
PLUS: It contains guar gum and other
precious emollient and conditioning agents
that protect the hair during the bleaching
process.

WHAT IS IT? A functional product ideal
for protect your skin during the color.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It guarantees
the maximum comfort and the
maximum hydratation while the client
color its hair.
PLUS: babassu oil and limnanthes alba.
SIZE 150 ml - CODE COLCR2

SIZE 1000 g. - CODE POWDEC1
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I DON’T NEED
A STYLING
A
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I NEED

HUG

HUG
I don’t need a styling, I need a Hug
The Jean Paul Mynè research laboratories have

foto linea

created Hug, a range of new-generation styling products
that guarantee unbeatable hold and movement,
wrapping hair in a warm embrace and giving it the
well-being, protection and safety it needs every day.
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HUG

OIL

Oil

“

Rich nourishing vetiver oils
divided in two different textures
to hug every hair type.

“

Hug Enjoyable
Vetiver oil
SWEET

Hug Enjoyable
Vetiver oil
INTENSE

WHAT IS IT? Ultra light oil, it hydrates
thin hair, it makes styling easy,
defines and leaves hair feeling
soft
without
weighing
it
down.
HOW DOES IT WORK? When mixed
with other products in the Hug range,
it boosts their hydrating power, one
drop is enough for an intense effect.
It is instantly absorbed, thanks to
its ultra-fine, highly liquid texture.
PLUS: it
is
instantly
absorbed.
Enriched
with vetiver and rosa
mosqueta oils, it repairs and protects.

WHAT IS IT? This conditioning oil can be
applied to damp hair to style, define or
hydrate. It protects against humidity,
repairs and eliminates static electricity.
It penetrates easily and gives hair
unsurpassable radiance.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It can be
combined with many of the other
products in the Hug range to boost
their hydrating properties without
weighing down hair
PLUS: it is instantly absorbed. Enriched
with vetiver and rosa mosqueta oils,
it repairs and protects.

SIZE 100 ml - CODE HUVT02

SIZE 100 ml - CODE HUVT01
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HUG

SERUM

Serum

“

Multifunctional and rich in formulation
serums to style every look, to nourish
and to protect in one time.

“

Hug Enjoyable
Glaze
SWEET

Hug Enjoyable
All you Need
BALANCED

Hug Enjoyable
Curly Hair
INTENSE

Hug Enjoyable
Hair Protector
INTENSE

WHAT IS IT? This glaze,
which should be applied to
damp hair, makes styling
easy and “memorises” the
shape of your hair. Whether
you
want
ultra-straight
locks or controlled curls, it
is the perfect hug for you.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Thanks
to
its
natural
active
ingredients
from
pomegranate and organic
olive oil, it gives frizzy hair
shine, definition and control,
leaving it soft and sculpted.
PLUS: enriched with natural
active ingredients such as
goji berries and organic
olive oil. Easy to apply.

WHAT IS IT? Anti-frizz, it
helps the blow dry, repairs,
gives
shine,
nourishes.
Endless benefits in one action
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Apply in blend with other
Hug line product range or
use it on damp hair before
blow dry it repairs the hair.
PLUS: the precious active
ingredients in the formula are
all natural and include ecocertified equisetum extract,
wheat beta-glucans, almond
oil
derivatives,
chitosan,
jojoba
oil,
pomegranate
extract, organic olive oil.

WHAT IS IT? A
highperformance serum, it is
ultra-hydrating, strong hold,
it nourishes, shapes and
controls without weighing
them down, and provides
long-lasting
protection
against humidity.
HOW DOES IT WORK? If you
want a different effect, just
vary the amount of product
you use or boost its hydrating
power by blending it with one
of the precious oils in the same
range.
PLUS: multifunctional,
no
residue, strong hold. Enriched
with goji extract, organic olive
oil, jojoba oil and panthenol.

WHAT IS IT? This precious
serum, with its nourishing
and hydrating oils it is like
a shield against thermal
stress.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Use on damp hair before
applying a heat source.
PLUS: enriched with argan oil,
linseed oil and wheat germ
oil, it helps regenerate hair
structure for shiny, light
hair. A great secret product
to combine with others
in the Hug range.

SIZE 150 ml - CODE HUGE03

SIZE 150 ml - CODE HUGE04

SIZE 150 ml - CODE HUSE01

SIZE 100 ml - CODE HUSE02
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HUG

GEL & WAX

Gel & Wax

“

Beyond traditional gel and wax products,
these formulations respect the scalp,
nourish the hair with no residues.

“

Hug Enjoyable
Hair Gel
SWEET

Hug Enjoyable
Hair Gel
ULTRA INTENSE

WHAT IS IT? Forget this is a gel. Creamy
gel, no residue, wet effect. Stroger
hold then common light gel, it hydrates
and nourishes hair for flexible styling.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It leaves hair
looking shiny and elastic, even with
the most sophisticated looks. Can be
combined with Enjoyable Hair gel
ultra intense to boost hold.
PLUS: enriched with natural active
ingredients such as goji berries and
organic olive oil, it hydrates and
nourishes hair for flexible styling.

WHAT IS IT? Creamy gel for ultrastrong hold. Your hair will do exactly
what you want it to. Ideal for extreme,
instant and long-lasting styles.
Ultra-strong hold.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It creates a
clean, sculpted effect on fringes and
mohicans and a sophisticated look
for straight hair, adding character to
your style. Apply to damp or dry hair.
PLUS:
gentle
natural
active
ingredients including goji extract
and organic olive oil.

SIZE 150 ml - CODE HUGE01

SIZE 150 ml - CODE HUGE02

Hug Enjoyable
Matte Wax
INTENSE
WHAT IS IT? Forget traditional hair
waxes and try Enjoyable Matt Wax
intense, the only one of its kind. With an
exceptionally rich cosmetic base, it is
packed with nourishing active ingredients
and plant-based ceramides that hold
your look with a mat finish.
HOW DOES IT WORK? Before blow
dry on damp hair or to define on dry
hair. Repairing and light moisturizing,
strong hold, mat finish.
PLUS: rich and natural formulation,
enriched
with
candellilla
wax,
plant based ceramides, mat finish.
SIZE 100 ml - CODE HUWA01
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HUG

MOUSSE & HAIR SPRAY

Mousse &
Hair spray

“

They are the result of sophisticated
research, these formulations assure
the best performance in the styling world,
the hair are light and clean.

“

Hug Enjoyable
Hair Cream Mousse
BALANCED

Hug Enjoyable
Hair Spray Eco
SWEET

Hug Enjoyable
Hair Spray
BALANCED

Hug Enjoyable
Hair Spray
INTENSE

WHAT IS IT? It is a creamy
mousse, it adds volume to
fine hair and tames curly,
frizzy hair.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It is
truly versatile when applied
to damp hair, either on its
own or with other products
in the Hug range, it adapts
to all needs for a unique
personal look.
PLUS: it is versatile, it boosts
the power of serum and
Hug line oils. Sophisticated
actives.

WHAT IS IT? Invisible, no
gas, light hold hair spray,
a fine mist that gives hair
a natural-looking hold.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Perfect for giving structure
and protecting hair from
humidity; allows you to style
hair even after application,
quick-drying.
PLUS: it doesn’t weigh down
the hair, leaves no residue,
it gives shine.

WHAT IS IT? This luminous
hair spray is formulated
with a blend of highly
sophisticated ingredients. It
is light and workable and it
is flexible, long-lasting hold.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
It is the perfect product
to create and hold soft,
natural-looking styles.
It
gives volume and protects
against humidity.
PLUS: it doesn’t weigh down
hair, no residue, it gives shine,
medium hold.

WHAT IS IT? Its hold is strong
but its texture is light, and it
is workable without becoming
sticky. It is the ideal product to
create and hold long-lasting,
defined styles.
HOW DOES IT WORK? It is
the ideal product to create
and
hold
long-lasting,
defined styles. It protects
against humidity, controls
frizz. PLUS: it doesn’t weigh
down hair, no residue, it gives
shine, strong hold.

SIZE 300 ml - CODE HUCR01

SIZE 250 ml - CODE HUSP03

SIZE 400 ml - CODE HUSP01

SIZE 400 ml - CODE HUSP02
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